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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Introducing Text & Connect 
The NEXEO | HDX™ Communication Platform Delivers the Best Drive-Thru Audio and Keeps 

Operators Connected to Their Stores Like Never Before 
 
Carlsbad, CA—April 16, 2024—HME Hospitality and Specialty Communications is excited to 
announce the release of Text & Connect, a powerful new NEXEO | HDX feature used to send 
real-time, personalized, text-to-speech alerts to select restaurant teams and stores via the NEXEO 
headset. Text & Connect revolutionizes store operations by enabling restaurant leaders to build 
employee engagement, recognize outstanding performance, and deliver consistent 
communication at any time and from anywhere.  
 
The NEXEO | HDX restaurant communication platform is known for world-class drive-thru 
audio while also being uniquely designed to enhance efficiency and communication in key areas 
of the restaurant beyond the drive-thru. The all-new Text & Connect, for example, helps deliver 
critical messages when it matters most. Whether it’s a reminder of a new promotional offer, an 
urgent notification to managers of a change in a process, or an announcement to celebrate an 
employee milestone, the message is relayed in real time, without interrupting the drive-thru.  
 
“Currently, when an operator wants to make an announcement they send their managers a group 
text,” says Brianna Martin, Senior Product Manager at HME Hospitality & Specialty 
Communications. “But how likely is it that they’ll see it right away? Now managers don’t need 
to be on their phones or in the back office to ensure they receive a message. Text & Connect 
gives restaurant leaders direct access to their teams through the NEXEO headset.”  
 
To send a message, simply type in your kudos or updates in HME CLOUD® and select the store 
or stores you want to reach. Your text message is then converted to audio and played in real time 
to your recipients via the NEXEO headset.  
 
Text & Connect is available now with the NEXEO or NEXEO Pro solution. For more 
information, visit www.hme.com/nexeo.  
 

### 
 
About HME Hospitality & Specialty Communications  
Founded in 1971, HME was the first to introduce the wireless drive-thru headset system to the 
restaurant industry. Today, our solutions are paving the way for a new era in restaurant 
communication and redefining the customer experience. Our patented Wideband HD Audio 
continues to deliver unmatched voice clarity for drive-thru communication. HME drive-thru 
optimization systems are reenergizing crews and maximizing business growth worldwide with 
innovative game-based engagement. Every day, restaurants in over 140 countries fulfill more 
than 30 million orders using our systems. To learn more, visit www.hme.com/qsr. 
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